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Abstract
Wheeled mobile robots (WMRs) have a numerous applications and planetary of exploration
tasks, all of which require building the suitable dynamic model of the robot. Also, the optimal control
model that is intended to guide the robot to accomplish its mission is of a significant need. In addition,
it is a certain that achieving a success in the robot controller mission requires an accurate

estimation of the robot trajectory for setting the right control parameters and predicting the
robot behavior in different situations. The overall WMR dynamics subject to skidding, wheel
slip, regulation control and turning control are formulated and simulated in this paper for
acommercial four wheel robot. In addition, the paper proposes a new genetic programming
(GP) based control model for tracking curvature trajectory of a four wheels robot. The
proposed model(GPCE) achieved a promising refinement in the robot of curvature estimation
and simulation hence provided accurate control parameters for trajectory tracking.
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1. Introduction
Wheeled mobile robots (WMRs) have a numerous applications and planetary of
exploration tasks, all of which require building the suitable dynamic model. In addition, the
optimal control that is intended to guide the robot to accomplish its main target is of a
significant need. Certainly, achieving a success in the robot controller mission requires an
accurate estimation of the robot trajectory for setting the right control parameters [1]. Usually,
for simplicity purpose, the majority of studies developed a wheeled dynamic models under the
assumption of nonslip and nonskid conditions. However, recently, the wheel slip becomes a
significant factor to be included in the robot dynamic model especially when the smooth
rolling be violated due to numerous circumstances such as rapid increase or decrease in
acceleration or even rolling in unstructured environment. Instead, ignoring such factor
certainly leads to facing some key problems as diverting from the desired curvatures or lack
of stability during turning or spinning . Therefore, and in almost the last decade, the
researchers in the domain have made a considerable contributions related to the control of
WMRs with wheel slip [1-5].
Lin, et.al., [6], developed an adaptive critic anti-slip control design using dual heuristic
programming and multi-layer perceptron neural networks. Where The road friction was
considered as un-modeled dynamics. The critic structure enabled neural network learning by
satisfying the Bellman equation so that the inclination of the action performance can be
assessed to improve the control parameters. The paper results showed that the performance is
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significantly enhanced. Stonier, et.al,[7], presented an investigation of an omni-directional
WMR model with slip. The motion equations of the nonlinear dynamics of traction
considering wheel slip are derived using Euler-Lagrange formulation. The paper went through
an explorations toward a comprehensive analysis of the dynamics for omniwheel.Ploeg, J.,
et.al, [8], proved that the slip effects caused by the tires can play an important role. The paper
introduced both longitudinal and lateral tractions, which actually, have been approximated to
be linearly dependent on longitudinal and lateral slip. In addition, a position controller based
on feedback linearization were also presented using the so-called multicycle approach.
Michalek, et.al, [9], considered a skid-slip effect for a WMR as disturbance on kinematic
model, and proposed their estimation using Kalman filter with a compensation of a position
tracking control. The proposed model assumed the skid slip effects solely on the kinematics
level avoiding the need of modeling a complicated phenomenon of the wheels ground
interaction. The results of the paper reveals substantial tracking quality improvement. Tian,
and Sarkar, [10] proposed a new dynamics near-optimal autonomous pursuit evasion for
non- holonomic wheeled mobile robot subject to wheel slip.

Fig. 1. GAIA-1arobot and simulated model

The author first showed how a feedback linearization controller can achieve capture
with wheel slip, then improved the capture time by designing a new controller that maximizes
lateral traction force to effect a sharper but stable turn. The simulation results show the
efficacy of the proposed control approach.
On the other hand, the field of modeling and simulation has ripen recently due to much
savage in time, effort as well as economic cost. But, one must put into consideration that, the
simulation of robotics motion during rolling or turning has a complicated requirements
especially when considering skidding or slippage [11-13]. The wheel skidding or slippage
may happen due to soil or rough terrain interaction which in turn make it difficult to predict
the exact motion of the vehicle on the basis of track velocities. The overall WMR dynamics
subject to skidding, wheel slip, regulation control and turning control are simulated in this
paper, where the dynamic model of skid steering mobile robot (SMRs) having decreased
driving wheels either intentionally or unexpectedly. Based on the pervious formulation, The
main contribution of this paper is proposing a new GP based position estimator and control
model for improving curvature tracking of a wheeled robot. The proposed model (GPCC)
achieved a promising refinement in curvature estimation and hence provided accurate control
parameters for trajectory tracking. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
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introduces GAIA-Ia kinematic specification. Section 3 details the Synthesis of Kinematics
Subject to Skidding & Slipping. Genetic Programming technique is briefed in Section 4. The
simulation environments and computational results are in Sections 5. Section 6 concludes the
paper.

2. GAIA-1aMobile Robot& Preliminaries
This section introduces the necessary preliminaries for simulating the robot kinematics.
In addition, it outlines the model of the commercial robot that have been used in this paper for
validating the proposed approach estimation and simulation results. the necessary
preliminaries are introduced in the following :
(a,b)

X and Y components of the robot center on the planes of λoand λ. (ae, be) shows a small linear displacement

di , L

Translational wheel displacement, i.e.,



Expected rolling distance of the wheel within Δt
Wheel tread area (width; tai, length; tbi)


R
Pi0, Pi

Pi Pi '

, Body size (body length; Lh, body width; Lw), respectively

Wheel radius
'


Psi
Pc , Pg
Α, η
Φ
θr, θs
μi, νi
Ωi,, λν

Initial wheel position (xi0, yi0, zi0) on ζ0 and Actual wheel position ( xi' , yi' , zi' i) on ζ after a small rotation
Load at the wheel contact on ζ0(i= 1−5,7, t(total load))

Expected position (xsi, ysi, zsi) on ζ when wheel rolls small displacement
Geometric and mass center of the robot, respectively
Angular shift of a wheel from an initial direction, & virtual body axis extending straight forward
Twist angle of the front body part around η
Wheel rotation angle (small increment, Δθr), and Inclination angle of the ground surface
Friction coefficient (static; μsi, dynamic; μdi), Linear speed of a wheel movement
Angular velocity of i-th wheel (left; ωl, right; ωr), and Ratio of ωl to ωr (= νr/νl)

Fig. 2. Illustration of virtual distance Ui connecting Psi and P
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The GAIA-1a mobile robot (see Figure 1), is commercially small four-wheeled mobile
robots. The two front wheels are smaller than its two rear wheels. Its dimensions and
specification are as follow
Wheel
Tread
μi
Driver
Sensor
Lh
Lw

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

front(solid); radius = 8.7cm, rear(nylon); radius = 10.8cm
front; ta = 7.5cm, tb = 3.0cm, rear; ta = 8.0cm, tb = 4.5cm
p − tile; 0.44(front), 0.51(rear). wood; 0.56(front), 0.79(rear)
Vista board, Battery(24Ah, 12V ), 100ppr, Max. speed; 2.8km/h
Encoder; 100 ppr, Marker position; 32.5cm(Pmf ), − 28cm(Pmb)
53cm(overall), 48cm(between axes)
36cm(overall), 31cm(between wheels)

3. Synthesis of Kinematics Subject to Skidding & Slipping
Since the robot trajectory cannot be expressed using a closed algebraic expression, an
incremental change in the robot position caused by small change in the driving wheel angles
could estimate the continuous path by continuous iteration. Now assume that the robot is on
plane ζ0. Also, assume each wheel rolls a distance liwhich is equal to RiωiΔt. Then, Psi(xsi, ysi,
zsi) in the system Σ is combined with Pi0(xi0, yi0 +li, zi0) in the system Σ0 (Fig.2). In fact, liis
zero when the robot locks a wheel ifrom rolling. These relations are as given below:
 x si 
y 
 si  = Rot(x, θs)Trans (ab,0)Rot(z,− 
 z si 
 
1

 xi 0 
y  l 
)  i0 i 
 zi0 


 1 

(1)

Similarly, after each wheel rolls independently on the plane ζ, Pi' ( xi' , yi' , zi' ) is combined
with Pi0(xi0, yi0, zi0) using the variables (ae,be) and  e . Moreover, z i' 0 = 0 holds for the same
plane ζ0. Accordingly,
xi'  xi 0 cos(   e )  ( yi 0  li ) sin(   e )  a  ae 

yi'
zi'







(2)

 { xi 0 sin(   e )  ( yi 0  li ) cos(   e )  b  be }cos  s  zi 0 sin s 

(3)

 { xi 0 sin(   e )  ( yi 0  li ) cos(   e )  b  be }sin s  zi 0 cos  s 

(4)

Suppose one wheel is driven independently. Then, skidding and slipping occur while the
robot moves. Therefore the wheel movement is composed both positional and angular
displacements, which are mapped to linear sliding and twist sliding, respectively. In addition,
drive power is needed to accomplish sliding, which is a combination of skidding and slipping
and off course energy is necessary when the robot rolls up a slope. When rolling down a slope,
the robot moves downward by consuming its gravitational potential energy. Therefore, the
virtual work for sliding appears in the form of energy for twist sliding, linear sliding and any
change in gravitational potential energy [14]. Let us suppose that E1, E2 and E3 denote each of
the three energy costs, respectively. In addition suppose that each wheel in contact with the
ground with a rectangular tread, and that the pressure in the area is unique, irrespective of the
contact position. That is, the weight distribution on wheel iWi= taitbi τ, where τ is a pressure
in units of pressure. Using  e , we obtain two expressions:
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 di ( x 2  y 2 )dxdyd 

2

2
2
=  di  e wi cos  s (t ai
 tbi
) / 12

(5)

E2i   diU i c i Wi cos  s

(6)

It follows that
Uic  Ui c

Ui

t

 U i2 c

t

 KU i2

(7)

Where
U i2  ( xi'  xsi ) 2  ( yi'  ysi ) 2  ( zi'  z si ) 2

=

ae2  C1i ae cos  e  C2i ae sin  e  C3i ae  be2  C 4i be cos  e 
C5i be sin  e  C6i be  C7i cos  e  C8i sin  e  C9i

(8)

The constants C1i− C9iare defined as
C1i= 2(xi0 cos  +yi0 sin  )

C2i= −2(xi0sin  − yi0 cos  )

C3i= −2 { xi0 cos  +(yi0+_i) sin  }

C4i= C2i C5i= −C1i

C6i= −C2i− 2licos 

C7i= (C1iC3i+ C2iC6i) /2

C8i= 2xi0li

C9i= 2(x i20 + y i20 ) + li(2yi0 + li)

Using another constant K simplifies expression (10) as follows:
E2i= Wiμdi K U i2 cos θs

(9)

So far in our analysis, U i2 is assumed to be zero when the i-th wheel has no power. This
free wheel is supposed to roll a distance lj(j≠i) that is generated by a neighboring powered
wheel since the robot maintains its body frame nearly rigid except while twisting. However,
there is some force feedback caused by the rotational friction around each wheel axis in an
actual machine. Therefore, we assume that U i2 has a certain value proportional to the friction
force, and express U i2 as a small value by defining a coefficient δi that is nearly equal to zero.
For a powered wheel, δiis equal to 1. This consideration generalizes equation (13) as follows:
E2i= δi Wiμdi K U i2 cos θs

(10)
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Fig.3. A Flow chart of building robot dynamic model subject to skidding &slipping

The exact value of μdiis difficult to predict because it is subject to constant change in an
actual environment. However, assuming there is a certain constant value, say e, then μdiin
equations (5), (6), (9) and (10) can be expressed as in [12], such that
μdi= (1 − e νi) μsi

(11)

In particular, νias well as di are both small quantities in our analysis. Thus, μdiis assumed
to be a smaller constant than that of μsi. This implies that a faster motion will be estimated
using the small value of μi. Henceforth we use μiin place of μdiwithout the risk of
underestimating motion. Concerning the gravitational potential energy, it is evaluated by the
following expression:
E3i= Wi(z i' −) = Wisin θs(C2icos  e − C1isin  e + 2be− C2i)/2

(12)

Finally, we can sum each energy cost to yield an expression for the total cost.
4

E t=



{E1i+ E2i+ E3i}

2
2
2
'
= [{(t ai  t bi ) / 12 i  e cos  s   i  i KU i cos  s  ( z i  z i )}Wi ]

(13)

i 1

The robot movement can be predicted by solving for the unknown parameters in the
previous equation to reach translation and rotation of the robot postures (ae, be) and  e . Thus,
we differentiate (13) by each of these parameters since, based on the principle of virtual work,
(13) is minimized when there is no energy loss except for skidding and slipping. The next
robot position is introduced repeatedly by replacing the old parameters (a, b) and  with the
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new ones (a+ae,b+be) and  +  e to connect position histories in order to form a continuous
trajectory.Fig. 3 shows a flowchart for building robot dynamic model subject to skidding
&slipping where The analysis of total energy consumption with respect to robot instance
positions and next position proposed a good estimation for motion control parameter on the
coordinate system for the simulator.

Fig. 4. The mainPhases of the proposed wheeled curvature estimator GPCE

Fig. 5. (a) The simulation of robot curvature (b) methodology for calculating curvature radius between
any two transitional robot curvature postures
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4. The Proposed (GPCE)
When the chromosome encodes an entire program or function itself this is called genetic
programming (GP). GP is ametaheuristic domain-independent method that genetically breeds
a population of computer programs to solve a problem. It iteratively transforms a population
of computer programs into a new generation of programs by applying analogs of naturally
occurring genetic operations (crossover, mutation, reproduction, …). In addition,
implementing the GP for a selected problem domain requires specifying the set of primitive
functions, a fitness measure for each individuals, setting certain parameters for controlling
the run, and the termination constrains. Figure 4 illustrates the relationship between the
genetic programming and the proposed curvature estimator. Actually, the proposed model go
through three main phases as depicted in the figure. Phase 1, the dynamic model is developed
subject to skidding and slippagesee Fig.5 (b). In phase 2, the model generates curvature data
relative to the relation between the right and left robot velocity difference ₯ and the
corresponding curvature radius ₰see Fig.5 (b) . In phase 3, the GP receive all the generated
data from the simulator regarding curvature position estimation, where it start to decode the
genotype considering random sample of the generated data from phase 2. In the following,
the proposed GPCE operator implementation and the setting of operator parameters.

Fig. 6. Estimation trend line of ₯ versus ₰ using (a) polynomial function of order =2 (b) power function

4.1 GP Operators implementation
The Chromosome encode consists of the estimated relation of ₯ versus ₰ , where this
relation is appropriately concluded aspower function of the form y =axb after investigating
some other trend-lines eg. polynomial function of order =2 (see Fig. 6). Based on that the
initial population of GP is constructed by random sampling of the generated data from
dynamic model of the robot subject to skidding and slippage using power function in the form
₰ =a ₯ b.
The fitness function is the primary mechanism that is responsible for determining which
individual is selected for reproduction . In the proposed GPCE, the fitness function is
implemented as the variance between the original data and estimated one. The evaluation for
each chromosome or solution is based on the root mean square error which has been
calculated for all real data set.
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The roulette wheel selection method was implemented for chromosomes reproduction.
Crossover and Mutation are settled by the previous selection method, and then combined
applying a single-cross-point. These produce two offspring chromosomes with different
equation parameters set values. Additionally, an adjustable percentage of each generation is
mutated randomly by adding or subtracting random numbers to the value of equation
parameters.
4.2 GP Parameter Setup
The most important control parameter is the population size. In practice, the user may
choose a population size that will produce a reasonably large number of generations in the
amount of computer time we are willing to devote to a problem . Other control parameters
include the probabilities of performing the genetic operations, the maximum size for
programs, and other details of the run. The Elitism strategy is used to ensure that the current
best individual survives to a next generation. The number of GP generation is set between
20‐30, Number of individuals= 50, Crossover probability0.5‐0.7, Mutation probability = 0.3.

Fig. 7.Sample of the collected data of the relation between ₯ and₰

Fig. 4. Generated error
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Table 1: sample of GPCE Initial population
Chrom
No
1
2
3
4
5

Equation

error

₰ = 1.1459 ₯₰ = 1.13037 ₯-2.16235
₰ = 1.1459 ₯-2.09931
₰ = 1.12385 ₯-2.19283
₰ = 1.13037₯-2.16235
2.09931

No

3.55894e-006
2.20188e-006
3.55894e-006
1.74666e-006
2.20188e-006

6
7
8
9
10

Equation
₰=
₰=
₰=
₰=
₰=

error

1.13767 ₯
1.13767 ₯-2.13121
1.12385 ₯-2.19283
1.12385 ₯-2.19283
1.13037 ₯-2.16235
-2.13121

2.7914e-006
2.7914e-006
1.74666e-006
1.74666e-006
2.20188e-006

5. Computational Results
The proposed model, generated the robot data for the GP to estimate the relation
between ₯ and ₰ , considering slippage and skidding previously presented. Let us suppose
that the robot turns with ₯= 0.1 and increased by delta ₯= 0.01. while ₯ is in the safe range
of difference in velocities between the two left and right wheels sides of the robot, the robot
moves to turn in a curvature. Then the ₰ is calculated and recorded.Now, we have curvature
data recorded as the sample shown in Fig. 7. The collected data of robot curvature was
estimated using two excel trend-line functions. These are (1) polynomial function of order=2
and a power function, see Eq. (14) and (15) respectively. Obviously the power function is
more appropriate for estimating data.
₰ = 2E + 07₯2 − 2E + 06₯ + 34263

(14)

₰ = 24.589 ₯-0.649

(15)

Let suppose that the data is randomly sampled and every sub data set is separately
estimated using a power function estimation similar to Eq.(15), see table 1. For a sample of
the encoded initial genetic programming population where a, b are two constants for
determining accurate relationbetween ₯ and ₰. The genetic programmingstarts by taking the
initial population and applying evaluation,crossover and mutation for number of generation
until noenhancement for the calculated error for two consequent generations. The proposed
GP concludes the final relation as in Eq.16.Figure 8 shows a comparison of computational
results in terms ofthe generated error of equations (14-66). Obviously the estimated equation
(126) recoded less errors and hence achieved best results for the robot curvature control.
₰ = 1.13037 ₯-2.16235

(16)

6. Conclusion
Wheeled mobile robots (WMRs) have a numerous applications and planetary of
exploration tasks, all of which require building the suitable dynamic model of the robot. The
optimal control model that is intended to guide the robot to accomplish its mission is of a
significant need. In addition, it is a certain that achieving a success in the robot controller
mission requires an accurate estimation of the robot trajectory for setting the right control
parameters and predicting the robot behavior in differentsituations. The overall WMR
dynamics subject to skidding, wheel slip, regulation control and turning control are
formulated and simulated in this paper for a commercial four wheel robot. The paper
presented a trajectory estimation model as an extension of our previously published trajectory
estimation model to apply for robots facing skidding or slippage circumstances. In addition,
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The paper, proposed a new genetic programming (GP) based control model for tracking
curvature trajectory of a four wheels robot. The proposed model (GPCE) achieved a
promising refinement in the simulation of robot curvatures and hence provided accurate
control parameters for trajectory tracking.
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